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If we do not find anything pleasant, 

 at least we shall find something new. 

—Voltaire (1694–1778), Candide 

 

Note: Some of the material in this paper is reprinted from the book Oracle Developer Advanced Forms 

and Reports, by Peter Koletzke and Dr. Paul Dorsey, Oracle Press, Osborne McGraw-Hill, 2000. 

Oracle has always offered strong development tools. Oracle Developer Release 6i (R.6i) continues this 

tradition. It is an evolutionary release rather than a revolutionary release. The revolutionary features 

introduced with Release 2 (R.2), such as object libraries, blocks based on procedures and select 

statements, and summary items in Forms and the Live Previewer, and template support in Reports, are 

still supported in R.6i. 

This paper examines the major new R.6i features for the Forms and Reports components of Oracle 

Developer. Release 6i was an interim release of 6.0 and did not add any significant new features. 

Therefore, the material in this paper addresses the main updates in 6.x. 

Note: Although the product name is currently “Forms Developer,” the user 

interface tool that you use to create forms is called “Form Builder.” This 
corresponds to the Forms 4.5 tool called “Forms Designer.”  

Are You Skipping Release 2? 
If you are working with Oracle E-Business Suite (Oracle Applications) release 10.x and are moving to 

11i, you will be skipping from Developer R.1 (Forms 4.5 and Reports 2.5) to Developer R.6i (Forms 6i 

and Reports 6i).  You will find, in this case, that there are a number of new wizards, properties, Object 

Navigator objects (such as reports and popup menus in Forms and templates in Reports), layout objects 

(such as frames and tabs), and built-ins. It is useful to take a look at some of the most important new 

features of R.2 because they are all available in R.6i as well. If you are in the situation of upgrading from 

R.1 to R.6i, you should round out your knowledge of new features by running through the ―Quick Tour‖ 

(available in the Help menu of Form Builder) and by reading the Release Notes. Also, if you can get your 

hands on a copy of the Developer R.2 help files, review the new features node of the Contents page in the 

help systems of Forms and Reports for a more complete discussion of the changes. 

CHANGES IN DEVELOPER FORMS FROM RELEASE 1 TO RELEASE 2 

In addition to reviewing the Quick Tour in Developer 6, it is worthwhile reviewing the Developer 6 

Forms help topic ―Form Builder 4.5 Runtime Behavior‖ (called ―Runtime behavior, setting to Release 

4.5‖ in the help index). This describes the differences between Developer Release 1 and Developer 

Release 2 Forms. The specific runtime behavior that changed with Developer 2 was in the areas of 

validation, mirror items, the Required property, date and string format conversions, null values for list 

items, and the POST-CHANGE trigger. If you are converting forms from Developer R.1 to Developer 

R.2 or R.6i, this help topic will inform you of these changes. If you have existing forms that require the 

Developer R.1 Forms 4.5 behavior, you can set the form module property, Runtime Compatibility Mode, 

to 4.5. 

Developer Release 2 Forms included an enhanced developer interface and many more properties to 

manipulate. All features new with Release 2 carry over into Release 6. Some of the revolutionary features 

worth highlighting are the following: 
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 Subclassing This object-oriented concept replaced the Developer R.1 concept of referencing. 

Subclassing means that you can reference an object from one form (Form A) into another (Form B). 

If the object in the master form (Form A) changes, those changes will take effect in the other form 

(Form B) when it is recompiled. You can also apply one object onto another object, which will allow 

them to share property settings. What makes subclassing different from the old concept of referencing 

is that you can change individual properties of a subclassed object without breaking the reference 

link. 

 Object library In Developer R.1 Forms, all objects were copied or referenced between one form 

and another form. Developer R.2 introduced a new Forms file type of object library (with an .OLB 

file extension) that stores the objects. You can drag and drop these objects from the object library to 

the form to copy or subclass them. The object library appears as a separate window with tab folders in 

the Form Builder. It opens automatically when you start up the Form Builder. 

 SmartClasses You can mark any object in the object library as a SmartClass. This makes the action 

of subclassing the object onto another object easier and faster because the SmartClass object will 

appear in the right-click mouse menu for a related object. For example, you could create a button item 

in your object library called TOOLBAR_BUTTON and mark it as a SmartClass. When you right-

click on any button item in the Object Navigator or Layout Editor, the menu will contain an item for 

SmartClasses that has TOOLBAR_BUTTON as a selection. If you select that menu item, Form 

Builder will apply the subclass to the button item just as it would if you had opened up the Property 

Palette for the button and filled out the Subclass Information property. The properties of the object 

will be inherited from the object in the object library. 

 SmartTriggers SmartTriggers are a list of commonly used triggers for a particular object. These 

are also available in the right-click menus in the Object Navigator and Layout Editor. For example, if 

you right-click on a button item, the menu will contain an item for SmartTriggers that allows you to 

select the standard button trigger WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED. If you select this menu item, the 

PL/SQL Editor will open and allow you to edit the trigger. 

These concepts are keys to effective use of Oracle Developer. 

NEW PROPERTIES 

Developer Release 2 Forms added a number of properties to support these new features. Another 

property worth mentioning is the block property DML Array Size. This property allows you to set the 

number of records that are sent to the database in one network trip. The default is ―1‖,‖ but if you set it 

higher, the form will construct an array (table of records) of records that need to be committed. This array 

is sent in one network hit to the database server. This process takes more memory, but can significantly 

reduce the number of DML (INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE) statements that Forms creates. The best 

setting is the maximum number of records that require committing in one transaction. 

Another new property as of Release 2 is the form property Defer Required Enforcement. This property 

is set to ―No‖ by default. Setting the property to ―Yes‖ postpones the validation on the item property 

Required until the entire record is validated. In previous releases of Developer, the Required property was 

checked as part of normal item validation. This stopped the user from freely moving out of a required 

item until the value was filled in. The new property allows you to present a friendlier interface with no 

extra coding. 

Caution: Some utility programs from earlier releases such as the PECS 

(Performance Event Collection Service) form and the FFIGEN (foreign function 
interface generator) form may not be available in early versions of the new 
release. Be sure to stay in contact with Oracle support through the online or 
telephone service if you need to use these utilities. In addition, the help system 
may mention a Forms Advanced Techniques manual that was available only for 
Developer R.1. The information in this manual is now totally contained in the 
Form Builder help system. Using old utility forms and documentation may lead 
you astray because of the new and modified behaviors of Form Builder. 
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CHANGES IN DEVELOPER REPORTS FROM RELEASE 1 TO RELEASE 2 

The main revolutionary concepts introduced in the Reports component of Developer Release 2 also 

carry over into Release 6. The same kind of enhanced developer interface was introduced with Developer 

Release 2 Reports. In addition, the following major features are worth mentioning: 

 Reports templates Templates allow you to start building your report with a particular set of layout 

properties. Templates assist in enforcing your report standards and allow you to concentrate on the 

report itself, rather than the particulars of a standard layout.  

 Live Previewer This new window runs the first page of your query and allows you to see data in a 

―live‖ mode as you make changes to the layout by dragging and dropping or resizing fields. It also 

allows you to change format masks, justification, and fonts through toolbar buttons. 

 Report Wizard This dialog steps you through the process of creating a report and allows you to 

bypass some previously labor-intensive steps.  

NEW PROPERTIES 

Developer Release 2 Reports added properties such as the Line Stretch with Frame property on 

boilerplate lines, which allows you to specify that a line will size to the frame. 

REF CURSOR QUERY 

Developer Release 2 introduced the ability to base a Reports query on a PL/SQL cursor variable 

instead of on a SQL query. A cursor variable (sometimes called a ref cursor because it is declared as a 

REF CURSOR type) points to a specific row in a query result set. Report Builder can base a query in the 

Data Model on a function that returns a ref cursor. Since you base the query on a function, you can embed 

complex logic into the query‘s data source.  

CONDITIONAL FORMATTING DIALOG 

Layout objects contain a property called Conditional Formatting. This powerful feature, new as of 

Release 2.1, allows you to specify printing conditions in a dialog, as shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Conditional Formatting dialog 
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After you fill out and accept the dialog, Reports will create code to format the object, as shown in the 

following example: 

function R_G_empnoFormatTrigger return boolean is 

begin 

 

  -- Automatically Generated from Report Builder. 

  if (:empno BETWEEN '7300' and '7600') 

  then 

    srw.set_foreground_fill_color('cyan'); 

    srw.set_fill_pattern('solid'); 

  end if; 

 

  return (TRUE); 

end; 

This code is automatically updated when you change the property. Although it may not be formatted 

to your standards, this code saves steps and thought when you just need to change the color of the text, 

fill, or border (or to hide the object). 

Tip: Do not bother to reformat the code that Forms and Reports creates for you. 

Your reformatting effort will be lost if you ever decide to rerun the feature (such 
as a wizard) that created the code in the first place. 

WEB PREVIEW 

You can select View | Web Preview | Generate to Web Browser (when the Live Previewer is 

displayed) to view the report in an HTML browser or in a PDF reader (depending on how you set the 

menu items in the View | Web Preview submenu). This feature allows you to view a single page or 

multiple pages as they will appear when published on the Web. 

OTHER NEW FEATURES 

Other developer-friendly enhancements were also added, such as the toolbar buttons for flush 

justification and for inserting a page number, or date and time into the layout. There were also PL/SQL 

enhancements—for example, SRW-packaged procedures such as SRW.SET_FONT_FACE that replace 

the SRW.SET_ATTR procedure functionality in a more user-friendly way. 

Developer 6 Support for Oracle8 
One new feature in Forms and Reports, as well as in other components of Oracle Developer R.6i, is 

the support for Oracle8 objects and PL/SQL. The Oracle8 features are mostly transparent to the 

developer, but offer benefits when you are designing or running the form or report. Forms takes direct 

advantage of the Oracle8 DML returning value feature (discussed shortly), so you do not have to requery 

a block if a database trigger changes a value displayed in a form.  

The Oracle8 INSTEAD OF trigger attached to a view is useful to Form Builder. This trigger allows 

you to perform any DML on a view; you do not have to worry about key-preserved columns and their 

rules. The code you place in the INSTEAD OF trigger replaces the normal DML to the base tables. 

OBJECT DATATYPES 

Developer 6 allows you to access the Oracle8 large object (LOB) and binary file (BFILE) datatypes. 

These datatypes appear in the selection lists of both Form Builder items and Report Builder columns and 

fields. You can also access object columns in both components. For example, you can create an object 

type to represent an employee‘s salary history as follows: 
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CREATE TYPE person_t AS OBJECT( 

   first_name     VARCHAR2(50), 

   last_name      VARCHAR2(50), 

   birth_date     DATE); 

You can then create a table from this object type: 

CREATE TABLE employee( 

   emp_id          NUMBER NOT NULL, 

   dept_id         NUMBER, 

   person          person_t); 

The resulting table contains standard, scalar columns (EMP_ID and DEPT_ID) as well as the object 

column of datatype PERSON_T, as this listing in SQL*Plus 8.1 shows: 

SQL> set describe depth 3 

SQL> desc employee 

 Name                Null?    Type 

 ------------------- -------- ------------ 

 EMP_ID              NOT NULL NUMBER 

 DEPT_ID                      NUMBER 

 PERSON                       PERSON_T 

   FIRST_NAME                 VARCHAR2(50) 

   LAST_NAME                  VARCHAR2(50) 

   BIRTH                      DATE 

When you base a block on this table, the Data Block Wizard displays the PERSON_T object using 

separate columns, as Figure 2 shows.  

 

Figure 2: Data Block Wizard selecting an object type 

You can select individual attributes of the object type the same way you select scalar columns. When 

you move the columns to the ―Database Items‖ box, the names of object attributes include a qualifier that 
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identifies the column name, as Figure 3 shows. 

 

Figure 3: Selected object attributes 

Form Builder treats the column object as if it were made of scalar columns, one for each attribute. 

Form Builder also supports REF columns that point to another object table. However, there is no support 

for collection types such as nested tables, VARRAYs, or VARARRAYs. You can, however, base blocks 

on tables that contain these types, although you cannot select the columns containing the collection type. 

You could not use tables containing objects at all in Developer R.2 except by ―flattening‖ the objects into 

a standard table with a set of database packages called the Object Iron. 

The LOV Wizard treats the object columns as if they were separate columns. Reports treats objects in 

a similar way. Figure  shows the Report Wizard Fields tab with the expanded PERSON column. 

Developer R.6i also supports the database FLOAT datatype by mapping it to a NUMBER datatype. It 

does not support features such as stored procedures that return object values, collection types, and the 

NLS datatypes (NCHAR and NVARCHAR2). 

PL/SQL 8 

Oracle Developer R.6i supports calling PL/SQL 8 code in the database as well as PL/SQL 8 code 

written on the client side. However, the client-side implementation of PL/SQL 8 does not support the new 

PL/SQL 8 object features. 

Form Builder New Features 
As mentioned earlier, the new features offered by the Developer R.6i Form Builder are evolutionary in 

nature. The main areas of enhancements are in developer ease-of-use and in support of web deployment. 

EASE-OF-USE FEATURES 

There are many Release 6 features that are intended to make your work easier. 
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Figure 4: Selecting an object in the Report Wizard Fields tab 

INTERFACE 

The Form Builder interface uses flat toolbar buttons, the standard in modern GUI applications. The 

Layout Editor toolbar contains the same Run Form Web (to show the form in the Java Virtual Machine 

runtime) and Run Form Debug (to set the form into debug mode and run it) buttons as in the Object 

Navigator, shown here:  

 

These buttons are new as of Release 6. 

Tip: The help topic “Using the keyboard in the editor” lists shortcut keys. Use the 

help system Find tab to locate this topic. If you have not used these keys before, 
you might discover that they can speed up your work. For example, instead of 
selecting Program | Compile | All to compile all PL/SQL in your form, you can 

simply press CTRL-SHIFT-K. All were available in Developer R.2 as well. 

DOCUMENTATION 

There is a new reference manual in Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF). This is available from 

the Oracle Information Navigator (OIN) window that opens when you select Help |  Manuals in Form 

Builder. Figure 5 shows the OIN with an expanded Reference Manuals node. 

The new manual, Form Builder Reference, lists, explains, and gives examples for built-ins, triggers, 

properties, options, and system variables. Much of this information is in the help system as well, but you 

may prefer browsing a document that is set up as a reference manual. 
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Figure 5: Oracle Information Navigator Reference Manuals node 

PL/SQL EDITOR ENHANCEMENTS 

The PL/SQL Editor received a functionality face-lift with Oracle Developer R.6i. Windows users will 

find many new features that help in managing PL/SQL code. Not all the new features are available on 

UNIX platforms, however. 

Syntax Palette 

The Syntax Palette, a window you can access through Program | Syntax Palette, is shown in Figure 

6. It allows you to insert PL/SQL constructs and built-in declarations into your PL/SQL Editor code. 

After selecting the correct tab (PL/SQL or Built-ins), you choose a category with the poplist at the top of 

the tab and find the syntactical element. Clicking the Insert button pastes this element structure into your 

code. Some structures contain comments and lines in lowercase that you need to replace. This is handy if 

you forget the exact syntax or need a reminder on all the parameters for a particular Form Builder built-in. 

This will not in any way replace knowledge of the PL/SQL language, however. 

Find and Replace in PL/SQL 

You can perform a search or search-and-replace operation on your PL/SQL code using Program | 

Find and Replace PL/SQL to access the dialog shown in Figure 7. This dialog allows you to construct 

conditional searches (using the Expression button) and look in some or all of the files open in the Form 

Builder session. After you click Find All to locate the occurrences, you can navigate to the code by 

double-clicking the Results line. You can also replace text strings using the Replace All button. This is a 

fast and easy method that is a big improvement over previous releases. 
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Figure 6: Syntax Palette 

 

 

Figure 7: Find and Replace in PL/SQL dialog 

Auto Indenting  

The enhanced editor will automatically indent to the same level as the line above when you press 

ENTER. The editor copies to the current line the tab or spaces you have used to indent the previous line. 
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The default indent level is two characters. The TAB key indents into the code body (instead of navigating 

to an editor button as in previous releases). Pressing SHIFT-TAB reverses the indent (or ―outdents‖). You 

can also use Edit | Indent and Edit | Outdent to perform these actions. 

Tip: To change the width of the tab indent, open the registry and add a string 

value under the node HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE called 
DE_PREFS_TABSIZE. Change the value to the number of characters that the 

tab key should indent. Pressing TAB will still insert a tab character. Therefore, if 

you change the registry value after embedding tab characters, the next time you 
open the editor, the new tab setting will take effect on the old code. 

Syntax Color Highlighting 

The editor automatically displays different colors for the code body, operators, comments, and 

character strings in quotes. This provides better readability for those who do not have difficulty 

differentiating colors. 

Tip: You can open more than one PL/SQL Editor at the same time by finding an 

unopened program unit or trigger in the Object Navigator, holding SHIFT, and 
double-clicking on the program unit’s icon in the Navigator. This has been a 
feature since Oracle Developer R.1. 

Line Number Display 

The editor displays the line number at the top of the edit area when you use the scroll bar. The 

following shows the right side of the Editor window as the mouse cursor is scrolling down the page on the 

program unit. At this point, line 141 is at the top of the edit area. This feature can help you find a line of 

code if a compiler message indicates the line number. 

 

Enhanced Selection and Text Handling 

The PL/SQL Editor also offers the following new features: 

 The Editor window contains a gray border area on the right side of the window. If you drag the mouse 

cursor over this area while clicking the mouse button, the lines you drag over will be selected. Thus, 

you select the entire line without having to worry about where the actual edit cursor is. 

 You can select columns of text instead of complete lines, as shown in Figure 8. Just press ALT as you 

click-and-drag the mouse over the text you want to select. 

 Once you select the text, you can drag and drop it to another location. This saves a cut-and-paste 

operation. 

 If you drag and drop text while holding CTRL, you will copy the text. 

 The Editor window allows you to split the views horizontally and vertically by dragging the bar on 

the top of the right scroll bar or on the left of the bottom scroll bar. This gives you areas that can 

scroll separately, as Figure 9 shows. 

 You can print a program unit separately by loading it into the PL/SQL Editor and selecting File | 

Print. 

 The editor provides multiple levels of undo (CTRL-Z) and redo (CTRL-Y). These operations are also 

available in the Edit menu. 

Tip: Use the poplists in the PL/SQL Editor window to navigate to a particular 

trigger or program unit. If the editor is open, it may be faster to find a program 
unit by selecting from the list than by drilling down to it in the Object Navigator. 
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Figure 8: Selecting columns of text 

 

Figure 9: PL/SQL Editor split views 
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HIERARCHICAL TREE CONTROL 

Form Builder now has a native hierarchical tree control! This is great news to many developers 

because it is an interface that users can easily relate to. It is a logical way to display data that is structured 

recursively or hierarchically. Figure 10 shows the NAVWIZ.FMB demo form that uses this control to 

show department employees and their managers. 

 

Figure 10: Demo of the hierarchical tree control 

This control was available in the Oracle Developer Release 2 demo forms, but it was made of Forms 

objects and required much PL/SQL programming to manipulate. This version of the control is a native 

control with its own built-ins and triggers, which means that you do not need to write as much code.  

LOV WIZARD 

A feature that is new with Developer Release 6 is called the LOV Wizard. This wizard makes the job 

of constructing a list of values (LOV) easier. The dialog shown in Figure 11 appears when you create a 

new LOV and specify that you want to use the LOV Wizard. You fill out the subsequent dialogs for the 

query, columns, column display, LOV display, advanced properties, and which items you want this LOV 

attached to. The wizard will create the LOV and record group, if specified, set the correct sizes and other 

properties, and attach the LOV to the items. The wizard automates the many steps involved with creating 

an LOV manually. It virtually ensures that the LOV you create will work the first time. You can reload 

the wizard for an existing LOV by selecting the LOV node in the Object Navigator and choosing Tools | 

LOV Wizard from the menu. 

CONNECTING TO MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES 

You can connect to multiple databases in the same Forms session using the EXEC_SQL built-in 

package. A demo form, called EXEC_SQL.FMB, includes calls to this package and a demonstration of a 

multi-database connection. Although the help file may state that EXEC_SQL is a separate .PLL library 

file (which was true in Developer 2), it is now a built-in package. This package is documented in the help 

file PDPKG.HLP located in the ORACLE_HOME/tools/doc60/us directory. You can also access this file 

from the main Forms help system by searching for EXEC_SQL. The Adobe Acrobat file 

OCA_INFO.PDF in that same directory contains information on the Open Client Adapter (OCA) that 

allows you to connect to ODBC data sources. 
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Figure 11: The LOV Wizard 

Tip: The PDPKG.HLP file contains documentation for other built-in packages 

such as ORA_FFI, the foreign function interface to Windows functions; TEXT_IO 
to read and write to files; LIST to maintain arrays of lists programmatically; and 
ORA_PROF, which allows you to time your code. This information is also 
available as the Oracle Developer Built-in Package Reference (a .PDF file) in the 
Reference Manuals section of the Oracle Information Navigator (which you 
access using Help | Manuals). 

DML RETURNING VALUE 

A new block property in the Advanced Database section called DML Returning Value overcomes a 

common problem that occurred with database triggers and forms before Developer R.6i. As an example, 

this problem would occur if you have coded a database BEFORE UPDATE trigger on the EMPLOYEE 

table that converts the last name to uppercase using the following code: 

:new.last_name := INITCAP(:old.last_name); 

If the user commits a change to a record using a Form Builder module, the database trigger will convert 

the last name to lowercase with an initial capital letter on each word, regardless of what the user entered. 

If the user inputs ―SMitH‖, the value in the table will be ―Smith‖. The onscreen value might then be 

different from the database table value because the database trigger changed it. If the user wanted to make 

a change to the same record after the database trigger fired, a Forms message (―FRM-40654: Record has 

been updated by another user. Re-query to see change.‖) would appear, indicating that the screen value 

was not the same as the database value. The ―other user‖ in this message refers to the database trigger. 

Another typical example is displaying the last user who modified the record and date that the 

modification occurred. A database trigger would normally update the name and date, but if the form were 

to display this value, the same message would appear when the form was committed. 

The answer to this problem for situations such as these in Developer Releases 1 and 2 was to requery 

the form after the commit using the same query conditions as the last query (stored in the 

:SYSTEM.LAST_QUERY variable). This also required navigating to the proper record if the query were 

to return more than one record. The code to do this was not difficult, but required some thought and 
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debugging time. 

In Developer 6, if you set the DML Returning Value property to ―Yes‖ (the default is ―No‖), Forms 

takes advantage of the Oracle8 returning-clause syntax for INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE statements. 

After the statements complete, this syntax signals that the database should return values to the source that 

issued the SQL statement. Form Builder will automatically update the values on the screen to correspond 

with the values in the database if the DML Returning Value property is set to ―Yes.‖  

Note: If another user tries to make a change to the same record and the values 

on that screen are different from the values in the database, the Forms requery 
message will still appear, regardless of the DML Returning Value setting.  

FORMS RUNTIME DIAGNOSTICS 

You can log all Forms events to a file in case you need to determine what is happening in a form. The 

resulting file shows all values retrieved into blocks on the screen as well as the code that executes. This 

facility is activated by a command-line option RECORD, as in the following listing: 

ifrun60 module=student userid=scott/tiger record=collect log=student.log 

In this example, the Forms runtime (ifrun60) runs the STUDENT.FMX file logging in as SCOTT/TIGER. 

It indicates that you want to record diagnostics into a file called STUDENT.LOG. When the form exits, 

you can examine the file and determine what events occurred. Consider that the STUDENTS.BUTTON 

item has a WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED trigger with the following code: 

set_item_property('STUDENTS.ID', VISIBLE, PROPERTY_FALSE); 

If you run diagnostics on this form, this one code line will create the following trail within the log file: 

# 3 - STUDENT:STUDENTS.ID 

CLICK STUDENT STUDENTS BUTTON 1 MOUSE 

 

WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED Trigger Fired: 

Form: STUDENT 

Block: STUDENTS 

Item: BUTTON 

 

State Delta: 

FORM STUDENT 

  CURFIELD   BUTTON 

 

Executing FIND_ITEM Built-in: 

In Argument 0 - Type: String   Value: STUDENTS.ID 

Out Argument 0 - Type: Integer   Value: 65538 

 

Executing SET_ITEM_PROPERTY/SET_FIELD Built-in: 

In Argument 0 - Type: Integer  Value: 65538 

In Argument 1 - Type: Number  Value: 1401 

In Argument 2 - Type: String   Value: NULL 

In Argument 3 - Type: Oracle Number  Value: 5 

In Argument 4 - Type: Oracle Number  Value: 0 

 

# 4 - STUDENT:STUDENTS.BUTTON - MENU 

FORM STUDENT 

  BLOCK STUDENTS 

    FIELD ID 

      ENABLED    FALSE 
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      NAVIGABLE  FALSE 

      QUERYABLE  FALSE 

      UPDATEABLE FALSE 

END 

This trace shows the built-in and the results. If there had been any errors, the error number and message 

would be recorded as well. This gives you a precise (and voluminous) picture of all events in the form and 

assists in debugging. 

Tip: There is a similar trace facility in Reports as well. You can set the trace file 
name and settings using Tools | Trace. This has been a feature of Reports since 

Developer R.1. 

FILE FILTER BEHAVIOR 

The dialog you see when you select File | Open in Form Builder contains a file filter poplist where 

you can specify the type of file you want to see in the list (.FMB, .MMB, .PLL, or .OLB). In Developer 

Release 2, you could specify an access preference called Show (using Tools | Preferences) so that this 

poplist would default to a certain file type. This preference is no longer available in Forms (although it is 

in Reports), so the filter always defaults to ―All Files.‖ If you only want to see files of a certain type, you 

can just select the file type in the poplist after the File dialog displays. 

Tip: There are a number of shortcut keys you can use in the Form Builder. The 

shortcut key for a specific feature is listed next to its menu item. The following 
table shows the keypresses for some of the most common features or 
operations: 

Keypress Feature or Operation 

F11 PL/SQL Editor 

F2 Layout Editor 

F4 Property Palette (select an object first) 

CTRL-T Compile the file 

CTRL-S Save the file 

CTRL-O Open a file 

CTRL-W Close the file 

POPUP MENU FEATURES 

Popup menus appear when you right-click on an item or canvas. You create these menus in Form 

Builder as objects in the form (not as part of a separate menu module). You then attach the menus to 

items or canvases using properties of those objects. The popup menu object was new with Developer 

Release 2. These menus have been enhanced in Release 6 to allow you to create check box, radio button, 

and image menu items. These are standard features of a normal menu as well.  

NEW CURSOR ICONS 

You can programmatically change the mouse cursor icon using the 

SET_APPLICATION_PROPERTY built-in using the following syntax: 

set_application_property(CURSOR_STYLE, 'BUSY');  

You would use this call if you were executing a long-running query or process and wanted the user to 

know that there would be a wait time. When the process is finished, you would change the cursor back, 

using the same call with the ‗DEFAULT‘ icon name. If you need an icon other than the busy icon, you 

would substitute a different icon name. Table 1 lists these names. The ―*‖ indicates new icons as of 

Release 6. 

Icon Name Use or Meaning 
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*ARROW An arrow shape even if the mouse cursor is over a text item 

BUSY Waiting for a process 

*COPY Drag and drop and copy 

CROSSHAIR A specific point 

DEFAULT The normal shape that changes into an Insertion icon when the mouse 

cursor is over a text item 

*DRAGGABLE Shows that the item is available for a drag and drop operation 

*HAND Hand shape 

HELP Help question mark with arrow 

INSERTION Mouse is over a text item 

*LINK Drag and drop a link or shortcut 

*MAGNIFY Magnifying glass for zooming in 

*MOVE Drag and drop shape 

*NODROP Item is not available for drag and drop 

*RESIZEH Resize horizontally 

*RESIZEUL Resize the upper-left or lower-right corner 

*RESIZEUR Resize the upper-right or lower-left corner 

*RESIZEV Resize vertically 

*SIZECOL Resize a column 

*SIZEROW Resize a row 

*SPLITH Split horizontally 

*SPLITV Split vertically 

Table 1: Available Mouse Cursor Icons 

The cursor shape does not imply any special functionality. If you want to do something (like resizing a 

column) after changing the cursor shape, you still need to write the code to do it.  

The new icons are not in the documentation as of this writing. Not all icons are available on all 

platforms, although all those listed in Table 1 are available on Windows and Motif. If the user has 

changed the default shapes for the system, the icons may appear different.  

Some of these cursors (DEFAULT, BUSY, CROSSHAIR, MOVE, INSERTION, and HAND) work in 

web-deployed forms. There are eight additional icons (oriented around points of the compass) you can use 

for Web-deployed forms, as listed in Table 2. 

Icon name Use or Meaning 

ERESIZE Resizing right side 

NERESIZE Resizing upper-right corner 

NRESIZE Resizing top side 

NWRESIZE Resizing upper-left corner 

SERESIZE Resizing lower-right corner 

SRESIZE Resizing bottom side 

SWRESIZE Resizing lower-left corner 

WRESIZE Resizing left side 

Table 2: Additional Mouse Cursor Icons for Web-Deployed Forms 
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OTHER NEW FEATURES 

There are a number of other features or changes that are worth special mention. 

Associate Prompt 

The Layout Editor contains a new button called ―Associate prompt,‖ which allows you to link a 

boilerplate prompt with an item. This is particularly useful if you are upgrading forms from Developer 

Release 1 to Developer Release 6 because (as of Developer Release 2) a prompt can become an item 

property. If the item‘s prompt is a property, you can manipulate it with the SET_ITEM_PROPERTY 

built-in. To use this feature, select the boilerplate text and the item that will be associated with it (using 

the CTRL-click key combination). When you click the Associate prompt button in the top toolbar, the 

boilerplate text will be placed in the item Prompt property. 

Item Bevels 

Additional options for the item Bevel property are now available. Developer Release 6 adds a value of 

―Plain‖ that shows a border around the item (in client/server deployment). There are also values of ―Inset‖ 

and ―Outset‖ that were new as of Developer Release 2. The ―Raised‖, ―Lowered‖, and ―None‖ values 

have been available since Release 1. Figure 12 shows the item bevels in both web deployment and 

client/server runtimes. 

 

Figure 12: Item bevels 

Visual Attribute Properties 

You can now programmatically set and ―get‖ the visual attribute property values for items in 

individual rows individually. For example, you could programmatically determine what the font size is 

for a particular row (GET_ITEM_PROPERTY(‗EMP.EMPNO‘, FONT_SIZE)) and change just that 

property without having to reassign a visual attribute to it (as was necessary in previous releases of 

Developer Forms). The GET_ITEM_PROPERTY and SET_ITEM_PROPERTY programmatic properties 

follow: 

 BACKGROUND_COLOR 

 FILL_PATTERN 

 FONT_NAME 

 FONT_SIZE 

 FONT_SPACING 

 FONT_STYLE 

 FONT_WEIGHT 

 FOREGROUND_COLOR 

 WHITE_ON_BLACK 
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These properties are also accessible with the get and set built-ins for radio buttons, tab pages, canvases, 

and windows. 

You can also programmatically get and set the property values for the current record attribute. The 

current record attribute is one that takes over the setting for a particular object when the cursor is in that 

row. As the cursor moves through the block from record to record, the current record attribute changes the 

way the items look for the row the cursor is in. The programmatic settings are available through item, 

block, and form built-ins (for example, GET_BLOCK_PROPERTY and SET_FORM_PROPERTY). The 

properties are named with a CURRENT_RECORD_ prefix with the same name as the other visual 

attribute properties. 

Icon Path 

The Windows registry contains a string value—UI_ICON—in the 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\ORACLE node that specifies the directory path where Form 

Builder will find icon files. Icons are used for iconic buttons, the hierarchical tree control, and window 

icons (that show in the top left corner of the window).. Form Builder finds the icons in one of the 

directories stored in this registry string value. As with other paths, you separate directories using a 

semicolon. For example, the value of UI_ICON in a Windows environment could be the following: 

.;C:\FORMS;C:\APP\PROD\FORMS 

The ―.‖ indicates the current working directory (the Start In directory in the Forms runtime or Form 

Builder shortcut properties). Be careful not to exceed 512 characters in this path when working under MS 

Windows (NT or 95 or 98). 

Note: Some icons, such as the standard icons in the Form Builder menu toolbar, 

are read from the Forms runtime executable or library. These are also available 
for iconic buttons you create. For example, you can create a button with an Icon 
Filename property of “exit”. When you run the form, even if there is no EXIT.ICO 
(or EXIT.GIF on the Web), the icon will display because it is part of the Forms 
runtime executable. Finding the names of these icons is a matter of trial and 
error, but you can start experimenting by using the names of the icons in the 
ORACLE_HOME/devdem60/bin/icon directory. 

Property Palette Visual Selection Popups 

There are now color, font, and pattern selection popups (or palettes) inside the Property Palette. In 

previous releases, if you needed to select a property value that required a font, color, or pattern, you 

would click the selection button next to a property value and see an LOV containing a list of the names of 

those objects. In Release 6, clicking the selection button for a color or pattern property will display the 

same color palette that you use to choose colors in the Layout Editor. After you make a selection, the 

name of that color (for example, r0g0b88) or pattern will be placed in the property value. You can also 

just type in the color or pattern name if you know it.  

For a font property, if you click on the name of the font category (for example ―Font‖ or ―Prompt 

Font‖), a More button will appear. Clicking that button will display the standard font dialog box where 

you can select the font, weight, and size. When you accept this dialog box, the appropriate properties will 

be filled in automatically. This is much easier than setting the individual font properties. The trick here is 

to remember to click on the heading to display the More button. 

WEB FEATURES 

Oracle Developer R.6i contains many enhancements to the multi-tier, server-based deployment 

environment for Oracle Developer. This paper focuses on generic techniques and standards and does not 

offer a complete solution for working in the web environment. However, it is useful to examine some of 

these enhancements that are new as of Release 6 because web deployment is the current and future focus 

for Developer applications, and the new features will make your move to the web easier and faster. 

THE WEB PREVIEWER 
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A new button in the Layout Editor and Object Navigator toolbars, called ―Run Form Web,‖ allows you 

to run the form locally (in client/server) in the Web Previewer. This previewer offers the same kind of 

Java runtime engine (Java Virtual Machine or JVM) as you would use when running forms on the Web. 

The Web Previewer (implemented through a separate program file—IFWEB60.EXE) is only available (at 

this writing) on Windows NT, although there are plans to offer this feature on Win 95 and Win 98 in an 

upcoming release.  

Before this release, you had to install and configure the application server, create the form and test it 

locally in client/server mode, and then copy it to the proper directory on the server (and possibly 

recompile for a new operating system). After those steps were completed, you could then run the form in 

a web browser that connected with the network version of the form. This method, while relatively 

straightforward, was a bit inconvenient.  

The new previewer removes all those extra steps for the development phase. You still have to fully test 

the form in the multi-tiered environment with the Oracle Developer Forms Server and your web listener, 

but the new run option allows you to get an idea of the look and feel of the form before the final testing 

stages. 

If you want to use an HTML startup file with customized parameters, you can enter the name of the 

file in the Runtime tab of the Tools | Preferences dialog. 

Tip: To replace the standard Web Previewer splash screen, use the following 

parameter in your HTML startup file (substituting your new splash screen .GIF file 
for mysplash.gif): 
 
<param name="splashScreen" value="mysplash.gif"> 

JAVA SUPPORT  

Form Builder Release 6 offers support for Java components when you run the form on the Web. You 

can link into your form the functionality provided by Java code you purchase from a third party. You can 

also write your own Java code (called a Pluggable Java Component or PJC) to include in the form if you 

comply with the IView interface. This interface is defined in the help system (check for the Index topic 

―IView‖). There are two ways to include Java components in your form: as a Java Bean control and as a 

replacement for a standard Forms item. 

The Java Bean Control 

The Layout Editor contains a new toolbar drawing button for a new item type, called a Bean Area. 

Drawing a Bean Area on your canvas creates an unseen item that will display a Java Bean when run on 

the Web. Basically, a Java Bean is a piece of compiled Java code that does something such as presenting 

a button or calendar control on the canvas. You need to specify the name of the bean in the 

Implementation Class property. 

You can control the Java Bean at runtime using the Forms SET_CUSTOM_ITEM_PROPERTY built-

in. The trigger WHEN-CUSTOM-ITEM-EVENT fires when the user interacts with the control, and 

SYSTEM.CUSTOM_ITEM_EVENT indicates which event (such as ―Spindown‖) took place. Figure 13 

shows a demo form that uses a progress bar Java Bean. The Bean Area is only active when you run the 

form in the Web Previewer or in a true Forms Server environment. 
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Figure 13: Demo form for progress bar Java Bean 

Java Beans allow you to supplement the set of standard Forms controls. Anything you can obtain or 

create in Java using the proper interface is a candidate for your Forms application. In this way, Java Beans 

provide the same kind of extensibility to web-deployed forms as OCX and Active-X controls offer to the 

client/server environment. 

Replacing a Standard Forms Item 

Another way to include a Java component in your form is to use it to replace a standard Form Builder 

control such as a button, text item, check box, list item, or radio group. This will allow you to use the 

standard Forms functionality for the object (such as a WHEN-BUTTON-PRESSED trigger for button 

objects) and also take advantage of the additional features of the Java component. For example, suppose 

you want to use a Java object called RoundedButton instead of your normal button object. This object 

renders buttons with rounded corners, as follows: 

 

The end buttons are rounded more on the edge that does not face another button. The button object 

―senses‖ the buttons around it and renders itself accordingly. This functionality is built into the Java 

object. If you use the Java component‘s name in the Implementation Class property and set the Item Type 

property to ―Push Button‖ as you would for a normal button, the normal button triggers (and properties) 

will be in effect. You are just replacing the normal Form Builder object with a Java component. 

Implementation Class Property Value 

The Implementation Class property specifies the name of the Java component (both types) that you are 

linking to your form. The name includes the directory structure (delimited with periods). The 

ORACLE_HOME/forms60/java directory is the home for all Forms Java code. The demos directory in 
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this subdirectory path contains some sample Java Beans. To use a demo Java Bean, you would qualify the 

bean name with oracle.forms.demos in the Implementation Class property (for example, 

oracle.forms.demos.ProgressBarPJC). The SOURCE directory under the demos directory contains the 

source Java code and a README file with descriptions.  

NEW LOOK AND FEEL 

Forms deployed on the Web now run in a multiple document interface (MDI) window. This mimics 

the Windows MDI and allows you to manipulate the outer runtime window separately. It also provides a 

way to open multiple forms within the same outer (MDI) window. You can specify (using the USESDI 

command-line parameter) that you want to use a single document interface for the Web or client/server. 

There is also a new look and feel that you can specify for the web runtime. You use the parameter 

lookAndFeel with a value of ―oracle‖ to specify this. If you include this parameter in your startup HTML 

file (a paper on the author‘s web site www.quovera.com discusses web-deployed forms and the startup 

file in more detail), the user interface will be displayed in an alternative way. Figure 14 shows a simple 

form running in the Java runtime environment using the Oracle look and feel. 

 

Figure 14: Form running with Oracle look and feel 

This new look and feel provides a much more ―rounded‖ view of a form. The window border, scroll 

bars, buttons, poplists, LOV and alert windows, and items themselves all have rounded corners. There are 

also a number of color ―schemes‖ that you designate with an HTML startup file parameter called 

colorScheme (with valid values of blue, khaki, olive, purple, red, teal, and titanium). The color schemes 

provide a certain set of coordinated colors as highlight and background colors. Figure 15 shows the 

rounded poplist and alert. The alerts also have animated icons (the bell in this alert ―rings‖ when the alert 

is shown). 
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Figure 15: Rounded poplist and alert 

Displaying the New Look and Feel in the Web Previewer 

To show the new look and feel using the Web Previewer, create an HTML file with contents as 

follows: 

<applet code ="oracle.forms.engine.Main" width = 600 height = 500> 

<param name = "JNIregistryPath" value = "file:D:\orant\FORMS60\java"> 

<param name = "lookAndFeel" value = "oracle">  

<param name = "colorScheme" value = "khaki">  

<param name = "serverArgs" value = "module=c:\forms\student_web 

userid=student/student"> 

</applet> 

Substitute the location of your Forms Java code for the JNIregistryPath parameter. Substitute the path 

and name of your form in the serverArgs parameter. (If you are storing the form in a directory in the 

Forms path, you do not need to specify the drive and directory name with the file name.) Navigate to the 

runtime preferences in the Tools | Preferences dialog in Form Builder. Fill in the HTML File Name field 

with the name of the file you just created. When you run the Web Previewer, using the Run Form Web 

button, the new look and feel will appear. You can experiment with different color schemes as well.  

OTHER WEB FEATURES 

In addition to the interface enhancements, Oracle Developer Release 6 offers many new features on 

the Developer (application) Server side. These enhancements include an increased ability to scale to 

multiple clients, options for reducing the form startup time, reduced memory footprint for the application 

server, and installing the Forms Server as an NT service. There are, at this writing, plans (with the next 

version of Developer) to offer HTTP 1.1 support (beta in Release 6.0), which will allow you to deploy 

applications regardless of firewall restrictions. There are also plans for integrating the Forms Server with 

Oracle Enterprise Manager.  

Reports Developer New Features 
Some of the new Report Builder features parallel those in Form Builder. The new features of the 

Report Builder PL/SQL Editor are the same as in the Form Builder PL/SQL Editor, except that the Syntax 

Palette contains SRW built-ins for Reports. Report‘s new documentation consists of a manual called 

Report Builder Reference in the Reference Manuals node of the ORACLE Information Navigator (Help | 

Manuals). This contains the sections on Reports built-ins, triggers, properties, and executables. 

Report Builder offers the same flat toolbars as in Form Builder. It also contains the same EXEC_SQL 

built-in package. The major new features in Reports are also in the categories of ease-of-use and the Web. 

 

EASE-OF-USE FEATURES 
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There are a number of evolutionary new features that assist you in designing feature-rich reports and 

distributing them in the correct formats to the correct locations. 

NEW DEMOS 

The Oracle demo reports are worth examining. They help with an understanding of the range of 

techniques that the tool offers. All demos come with source code that you can examine and use as a 

pattern for your own code. Oracle Developer R.6i contains new demo reports that show output in the 

client/server or web modes. There are sample reports that demonstrate many of the new features such as 

the PL/SQL Ref Cursor, Oracle8 object support, drill-down reports (client/server and Web), matrix with 

group report, and bookmarks on the Web. There are also samples of reports in different formats and a 

report based on Express data (if you have Oracle‘s Express product installed). 

You can run the demo reports from the Benefits and Features icon in the Demos group of the Start 

menu. The Visualization tab contains a selection for ―Reporting & Web page generation‖ that runs the 

demo reports. The source code for these reports is located in the 

ORACLE_HOME/tools/devdem60/demo/reports directory. 

REPORT SECTIONING  

In Report Builder, you can define one to three sections, each with its own layout area. Figure 16 shows 

the three layout sections in the Object Navigator. The sections are called Header Section, Main Section, 

and Trailer Section (to correspond to similar objects in previous releases of Reports). These sections 

could just as well be called Section 1, Section 2, and Section 3 because they all have the same 

capabilities. Each has a Body and Margin layout area that you can lay out using the Layout Editor or the 

Report Wizard. If you want to use the Report Wizard to lay out a particular section, open the Layout 

Editor and select the particular section using the top toolbar buttons. The Report Wizard will create the 

layout in the selected area.  

 

Figure 16: Layout sections in the Object Navigator 

Another new feature of sections is that they have properties, as Figure 17 shows. This means you can 

specify a different orientation (portrait or landscape) or width and height for each section. 

This feature is useful when you want to create different layouts within the same report. Each layout 

can have a different orientation (portrait or landscape) and different page sizes (height, width, and number 

of panels). There is an explicit page break between each section, which helps you separate the parts of the 

report. You can also send the different sections to different destinations, as discussed next. 
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Figure 17: Section properties 

MULTIPLE DESTINATIONS 

Before release 6, if you wanted to send a report to more than one destination, such as email, the 

printer, and an HTML file, you had to run the report once for each destination. With Developer release 6, 

you can set up multiple destinations so the report (and its related database query and access) only runs 

once but is copied to different destinations such as the printer, an HTML file, a PDF file, and email. You 

can even send different sections to different sets of destinations. 

The secret to this is the new property Destination on the Report module level and on the Layout Model 

section level (Header Section, Main Section, and Trailer Section). If you click on the Destination property 

button, you will see the dialog as in Figure 18. 

You can set up as many file, printer, or email destinations as you require. You need to have a MAPI-

compliant mail system to send the printer output to an email attachment using the Distribute option. 

Reports will create an email with text attachment. 

Tip: Output to a Rich Text Format (RTF) file if you want to edit the report output 

using a word processor such as MS Word. 

After you set up the distribution list, select File | Distribute (after clicking on the Object Navigator 

window to make it active). This will run the report and output it to the destinations you set up in the 

Property Palette. If you are running the report from the command line or from a form, you can turn on the 

distribution list by including the parameter and value DISTRIBUTE=YES.  

Another option for distribution is to specify the distribution list in a file instead of the property. You 

create a list of the destinations in a file with a .DST extension. See the help system topic ―Distributing a 

report to multiple destinations‖ for a link to sample .DST files. You then use the command-line parameter 

and value DESTINATION=filename.DST, where filename is the name of the file you created. You still 

need to issue the DISTRIBUTE=YES command-line parameter when you use this file. 
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Figure 18: Distribution dialog 

 

Tip: The Oracle Support web site, MetaLink, offers a technical bulletin on this 

subject (68244.1 - Setting up Distribution in Reports). It contains sample .DST 
files and cautions such as not to mix bitmap and character mode destination 
definitions within the same report. You will receive an REP-32305 error if you try 
to mix the modes. 

GENERATE TO TEXT 

You can output the report to a file that has values separated by delimiters (special characters). If you 

output a simple tabular report to a text file that is separated by commas, you will be able to open the file 

in Excel without conversion. The File | Generate to File | Text menu selection displays the delimited 

Output dialog, as Figure 19 shows. 

In this dialog, you select the delimiter character (such as a comma) and the format mask that dates and 

numbers should use. You also specify the cell wrapper—the character that will surround the value. If you 

used a comma as the delimiter and a double quote as the cell wrapper, a simple tabular report of employee 

numbers and department names would look like the following sample: 

"Empno","Department","7369","RESEARCH" 

"Empno","Department","7499","SALES" 

"Empno","Department","7221","SALES" 

"Empno","Department","7788","ACCOUNTING" 

Although the field prompt is displayed for each line of the output, you can remove the prompts from 

the Layout Editor if you do not need them so they do not print into the file. A help topic called ―About 

delimited output‖ explains in detail how the text is formatted into the output file based on the delimiter 

settings you set. 
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Figure 19: Delimited Output dialog 

If you are running the report from the command line or from a form, you need to supply parameters 

with values as shown in Table 3. You also need to use the parameter and value 

DESFORMAT=DELIMITED. 

Parameter Use Values 

DELIMITER The character between cells tab (or \t)  

, (comma)  

. (period)  

space return (or \n) none  

CELLWRAPPER The character surrounding cells 

(front and back) 

tab (or \t)  

― (double quote)  

‗ (single quote)  

space return (or \n) none  

NUMBERFORMATMASK Format mask used for all number 

values output 

Any valid number format mask 

DATEFORMATMASK Format mask used for all date 

values output 

Any valid date format mask 

Table 3: Delimiter-Related Parameters 

All parameters except DESFORMAT=DELIMITED are optional. The default delimiter is a tab character. 

The other parameters have no defaults. 

WEB FEATURES 

A few new features introduced with Oracle Developer Reports R.6i are directed toward web 

deployment. 

HTML PAGE STREAMING  

A new feature called HTML Page Streaming provides a summary page in the report output that allows 

end users to navigate to any other page in the report. This overcomes the previous limitation that the 

entire report file had to be created and downloaded when the report was run. The summary page contains 
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bookmarks or hyperlinks to the other pages of the report. This means that one report can be made of many 

files, but the files will be smaller and more manageable than if the report were output to a single file. 

The technique to enable this feature includes setting the report module properties Page Navigation 

Control Type and Page Navigation Control Value. You also need to run the report with a command-line 

parameter and value of PAGESTREAM=YES. The help topic ―HTML page streaming‖ further describes 

the details of this feature. 

CHART HYPERLINKS 

There is a new property for a chart layout object called Chart Hyperlink. This property allows you to 

link each row in a chart (such as a pie section in a pie chart or a bar in a bar chart) to another HTML file 

or part of a file. The user can click on a section of the chart at runtime and navigate to another part of the 

same report or to another report. 

You can fill in this property manually using the hyperlink uniform resource locator (URL) that 

identifies the link. You can also let the Web Wizard do the job. After creating a chart object, select Tools 

| Web Wizard and step through the dialogs, specifying the chart you want to link on the page that lists 

the available charts. This will create a value such as ―#CT_1&<empno>‖ in the Chart Hyperlink property. 

In this example, ―<empno>‖ represents the value of an employee number and the ―#‖ indicates that there 

is a link to an HTML anchor in the same file. This is a useful technique to work with if you need to 

implement a drill down to details from a value represented in a chart. 
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